Emotions are High at Black Lives Matter Panel During Diversity Week
UPD Chief Speaks, Audience Groans

“Everyone needs to accept that all lives matter.”
- University Police Chief, Paul Cell

Daniel Falkenheim
Web Editor

Over 200 faculty members, students and administrators filled the Montclair State Student Center Ballrooms—some lining up around the back walls—on Wednesday to be part of an emotional discussion about Black Lives Matter.

The conversation ranged from the historical treatment of African-Americans to students’ firsthand, painful experiences, and then Montclair State University Police Chief Paul Cell took the stage.

“There is no question that black lives matter,” Cell said. “There is no question that all lives matter.”

The back of the room collectively groaned at the utterance of “all lives matter.”

“I missed the joke. I’m sorry,” Cell responded to the audience’s reaction.

Later, Cell said everyone “needs to accept that all lives matter” and again the room groaned. Cell reiterated, “Can’t hear.”

Cell’s message focused on society’s need to dwell on the past in order to move forward.

Cell pledged his support for Black Lives Matter multiple times, but students and faculty expressed that point held less weight when he said “all lives matter.”

“Students were thinking, ‘Ugh, they don’t get it’ when he said ‘all lives matter,’” Edwards said.

“I’m going to hurt you.’” Edwards noted that the officer who told him that was initially put me in my danger, who then am I going to call?” Edwards said. “I was sitting on my bedroom floor feeling helpless and thinking, who do I call?”

“Students and faculty also shared their reactions to the killings of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile—two African-American men who were killed by police in July—and mainly expressed a feeling of hopelessness. At the end of the question-and-answer session, one student stood up as he talked about how his aunt was killed in the Charleston shooting, the mass shooting in July 2015 where 9 people were killed in a church by Dylann Rost. Faculty and, notably, Cell gathered around him to comfort him. They were all treated to raucous applause.

After telling a story about his aunt who was killed in the Charleston shooting, a student is consoled by faculty and Chief Paul Cell of UPD.

Everyone needs to accept that all lives matter. Every single person has a home. Every single person needs to accept that all lives matter.”
- University Police Chief, Paul Cell
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Networking is a ‘Contact Sport’

Jennifer Santiago of Enterprise Holdings gave a workshop on proper tips and techniques for effective networking for college students. The workshop was held in lecture hall room 101 in the Frenchie/ School of Business.

The workshop catered to business students, but the information Santiago gave was relevant to anyone looking to expand their network, so anyone planning to find a job, Santiago gave her workshop to a room about half full of business majors.

A range of items were covered in regard to networking. She noted three reasons students avoid networking; they see it as selling themselves and don’t want to get rejected, they lack self-confidence because they fear pro-active experience with networking, and because of what she called the “microscopic mentality” which is expecting things to happen right away.

“Don’t expect to go to a networking event and leave with a job,” she said.

A problem of the presentation was centered around branding. Santiago discussed an “elevator pitch,” or a 15 to 30 second statement that adds value to who you are. Santiago said the value to you is you are a professional, you should value what you bring to the table.

She highlighted developing a brand as important part. Santiago stressed that students should be mindful of what they put online and on social media and that everyone should be on LinkedIn.

According to Santiago, over 92 percent of recruiters use LinkedIn to search for potential candidates.

Tips for large networking events were shared at the event. At a networking event, one should use the “power of three” — look for groups of three people talking and engage with the person least involved in the conversation. Also, according to Santiago, avoiding politics and religion in conversation at networking events is a must.

“Other networking do’s and don’ts were also shared, such as don’t go to a networking event on a completely empty stomach, always hold food or drinks in your left hand so you can shake hands with your right and, “don’t sit with people you already know,” she said, explaining that “it defeats the whole purpose.”

Students were able to leave the workshop with knowledge and tips they can implement as they navigate the professional world.

“I thought it was a really good day,” said 21-year-old retail management major, Jus- tin Pietromonaco. “She’s an excellent speaker and I took a lot away from it in regards to stepping up to your comfort zone.” Moving forward, Pietromonaco plans to incorporate a lot of what he learned from Santiago into his professional life.

Friday, October 28

Hawk Crossings: A member of University Counsel reported an incident of fraud on campus. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, October 29

Blanton Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Thursday, October 27

Gordon Hall: A staff member reported a harassment, simple assault incident. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, October 25

Ferris Hall: A student reported an incident of harassment and terrorist threats. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 24

Red Hawk Parking Garage: A student reported an incident of harassment and terrorism. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, October 22

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of fraud on campus.

Friday, October 21

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of harassment.

Thursday, October 20

Ferris Hall: A supervisor reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, October 19

Seminole Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, October 19

Ferris Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, October 19

Hawk Crossings: A student reported a harassment, simple assault incident. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, October 18

Viking Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 17

Junction Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Friday, October 13

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of theft.

This case is under investigation.

Thursday, October 12

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of harassment.

Wednesday, October 11

Helm Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 9

O’Hara Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Friday, October 6

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of harassment.

Thursday, October 5

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of fraud on campus.

Wednesday, October 4

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of fraud on campus.

Tuesday, October 3

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of fraud on campus.

Sunday, October 2

Clore Road: Students Jaycees Roberson, 20, of Irvington, N.J., Marcus Harris of East Orange, N.J., Natasha Redrock, 20, of Bur- lington, N.J., and Dawud Ball-Daniels, 19, of Jer- sey City, N.J., were arrested and charged for possession of marijuana after a motor vehicle stop. All parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Monday, October 31

Blanton Hall: A student reported an incident of harassment from a non-student. At this time, the reporting party declined to pursue charges.

Sunday, October 30

Clore Road: Students Jaycees Roberson, 20, of Irvington, N.J., Marcus Harris of East Orange, N.J., Natasha Redrock, 20, of Bur- lington, N.J., and Dawud Ball-Daniels, 19, of Jer- sey City, N.J., were arrested and charged for possession of marijuana after a motor vehicle stop. All parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Friday, October 28

Hawk Crossings: A member of University Counsel reported an incident of fraud on campus. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, October 29

Blanton Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, October 25

Ferris Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 24

Red Hawk Parking Deck: A student reported an incident of harassment and terrorist threats. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, October 22

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of harassment.

Thursday, October 20

Gordon Hall: A staff member reported a harassment, simple assault incident. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, October 19

N.J. Trans Parking Gar- age: A student reported an incident of harassment, an act of domestic violence, against another student. At this time, this case reporting student declined to pursue charges.

Wednesday, October 19

Feliciano School of Busi- ness: A faculty member reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, October 18

Ferris Hall: A supervisor reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, October 17

Junction Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 16

Seminole Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Friday, October 13

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of fraud on campus.

Thursday, October 12

Hawk Crossings: A student reported an incident of harassment.

Wednesday, October 11

Helm Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, October 10

Viking Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Monday, October 9

O’Hara Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.
since its opening in September of last year, Montclair State University’s first MIX 3D printing lab helped bring to life various creations, including a 3D printed dress. As an open resource for the University, the lab has also been used by a local fashion designer not affiliated with the school, who wanted to seize the opportunity of making real-life designs by using the 3D printing devices.

This past spring semester, local entrepreneur Natalie Rodriguez became a resident of the 3D MIX lab. Collaborating with one of the student lab assistants, Altarik Banks, she was able to create a 3D dress. As “it was a one-time thing [since there is] no structure to an [an actual residency program],” according to Professor Frasca, Rodriguez was permitted to utilize the lab, free of charge, for her creation.

“For a couple of months, we were testing different strategies on how to make the dress possible…a lot of setting, manipulation and print testing [to find out] what works,” Banks revealed.

After several trials and failures, they were able to find a way of creating it. The dress is made out of PLA plastic, which is the standard material for use with fifth-generation replicator printers.

“The dress that we designed is more of a conceptual piece,” Banks pointed out, as it is not made to be worn as a regular piece of clothing. In addition to the dress, they also made shoes.

The MIX 3D lab, located in room 120 on the bottom floor in the Feliciano School of Business, houses thirty-five 3D printing devices of various types, but mostly fifth-generation MakerBot Replicator desktop 3D printers.

“3D printing is additive technology that enables anybody to create virtually anything, from anywhere using digital files with CAD software,” said Professor James Frasco, entrepreneurship instructor and co-director of the 3D printing MIX lab with the Feliciano Center for Entrepreneurship in the School of Business. “The lab, open Monday through Friday this semester, is staffed by professors as well as student assistants. Professor Ian Kerr co-directs the lab with Frasca and is the associate director of Innovation Design. We recruit them based on performance and interest,” says Frasca about the student assistants. “They each work three hours per week.”

Alongside Banks and working as lab assistants are Montclair State students Josh Miller and Vinny Monaco. Miller and Banks both took entrepreneurship courses with Frasca, which is how they became interested in the lab.

“...Curiosity and [being] willing to learn.”

-Student lab assistant Altarik Banks on what it takes to bring designs to life

Students Celebrate Halloween at the Rec Center Pool

To celebrate the Halloween, the Student Recreation Center held a viewing of Rocky Horror Picture Show on the night of Oct. 31. Students came clad in swimming attire ready to hop in the pool and enjoy a film and free snacks despite the fluctuating weather this fall.

Every Wednesday, “Do-it-Yourself” activities allow students to be creative. Each week on Wednesdays, both male and female students are allowed to come and participate with the new activities. Many students at the event expressed their content with the weekly activities. Sophomore Lisa da Muro said, “I love the weekly events. I love every week.” Other students around her nodded in agreement.

This Week at the Office of Health Promotion: DIY Vases

Claria German
Assistant Feature Editor

Every Wednesday, the Office of Health Promotion at Montclair State University is having now “Do-it-Yourself” activities for students. The Office of Health Promotion is helping students stretch after the coaster supply event was depleted. The environment is a stress-free place that makes the students feel welcome at the pool. Many students, a majority of whom were females, came to enjoy the event and were happy to able to create vases with their friends. The setup of the event was outside of the Drop-In Center, with three rows of tables, red chairs and supplies scattered around. The students had scarps of different colored paper that they could paste onto the vase and later paint different designs on. Each student was also allowed to use any and all of the supplies available to them.

The vase project is one of the many projects that the Drop-In Center provides for students that allows them to be creative. Each week on Wednesdays, both male and female students are allowed to come and participate with their new activities. Many students at the event expressed their content with the weekly activities. Sophomore Lisa da Muro said, “I love the weekly events. I love every week.” Other students around her nodded in agreement.

The MIX 3D Printing Lab: Where Imagination Becomes Reality

Since its opening in September of last year, Montclair State University’s first MIX 3D printing lab helped bring to life various creations, including a 3D printed dress.

As an open resource for the University, the lab has also been used by a local fashion designer not affiliated with the school, who wanted to seize the opportunity of making real-life designs by using the 3D printing devices.

This past spring semester, local entrepreneur Natalie Rodriguez became a resident of the 3D MIX lab. Collaborating with one of the student lab assistants, Altarik Banks, she was able to create a 3D dress. As “it was a one-time thing [since there is] no structure to an [an actual residency program],” according to Professor Frasca, Rodriguez was permitted to utilize the lab, free of charge, for her creation.

“For a couple of months, we were testing different strategies on how to make the dress possible…a lot of setting, manipulation and print testing [to find out] what works,” Banks revealed.

After several trials and failures, they were able to find a way of creating it. The dress is made out of PLA plastic, which is the standard material for use with fifth-generation replicator printers.

“The dress that we designed is more of a conceptual piece,” Banks pointed out, as it is not made to be worn as a regular piece of clothing. In addition to the dress, they also made shoes.

The MIX 3D lab, located in room 120 on the bottom floor in the Feliciano School of Business, houses thirty-five 3D printing devices of various types, but mostly fifth-generation MakerBot Replicator desktop 3D printers.

“3D printing is additive technology that enables anybody to create virtually anything, from anywhere using digital files with CAD software,” said Professor James Frasco, entrepreneurship instructor and co-director of the 3D printing MIX lab with the Feliciano Center for Entrepreneurship in the School of Business. “The lab, open Monday through Friday this semester, is staffed by professors as well as student assistants. Professor Ian Kerr co-directs the lab with Frasca and is the associate director of Innovation Design. We recruit them based on performance and interest,” says Frasca about the student assistants. “They each work three hours per week.”

Alongside Banks and working as lab assistants are Montclair State students Josh Miller and Vinny Monaco. Miller and Banks both took entrepreneurship courses with Frasca, which is how they became interested in the lab.

“...Curiosity and [being] willing to learn.”

-Student lab assistant Altarik Banks on what it takes to bring designs to life
Sigma Delta Tau Aims to Empower Montclair State

“The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau empowered themselves by learning self-defense techniques.”

Carlie Madlinger | The Montclarion

FEATURE

Carlie Madlinger Contributing Writer

“Hai! Ichi, Ni, Hitori, Futsu-tatsu!” These Japanese words, translating to “Yes! One, Two, Three, Four,” were shouted by the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau as they executed self-defense techniques in the Student Center Ballrooms.

Sigma Delta Tau (SDT), a national sorority with a chapter at Montclair State, held their third annual self-defense class, co-sponsored by the Montclair State University Police Department (UPD) on Tuesday, Sept. 27

Melanie Ventura, a senior and Sigma Delta Tau’s vice president of philanthropy, was inspired to conduct this event because one of their philanthropy is to prevent domestic violence, which she said “is very important when it comes to self-defense because they correlate.”

Domestic violence is a worldwide epidemic. The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (NCADV) defines domestic abuse as “the willful intimidation, physical assault, battery, sexual assault...”

The NCADV said that “on average, nearly 20 people per minute are physically abused by an intimate partner in the United States. During one year, this equates to more than 10 million women and men.” With October being National Domestic Violence Awareness Month, the sisters of SDT wanted to spread awareness of this epidemic.

One of Sigma Delta Tau’s missions is empowering women. As a result of taking this self-defense class, Ventura said, “We are empowering ourselves, we are learning how to defend ourselves when a situation comes.” The sisters of SDT learned self-defense techniques from self-defense instructor and UPD deputy police chief, Boyd Lyons.

Before being promoted to deputy police chief last December, Lyons was a captain for seven years and has been in law enforcement for 29 years. Not only is Lyons an experienced member of law enforcement—he is also a sixth-degree black belt and has done martial arts for 42 years. “I started at 2,” he chuckled. Lyons owned and taught at a professional karate school called Iron and Silk for 29 years before closing it in 2005.

“The sisters of SDT learned self-defense techniques from self-defense instructor and UPD deputy police chief, Boyd Lyons.”

“Self-defense has always been my life,” Lyons said. The Street Smart Self-Defense Program held at Montclair State is taught by Lyons every Monday night throughout the academic year and ensures that participants will “learn practical and effective methods of street-smart self-defense, gain confidence and discuss crime prevention issues while having fun.”

During the class, the sisters learned everything from hand-to-hand techniques to using essential items carried everyday, like keys or a jacket, to protect themselves. Lyons kept the class interactive, displaying self-defense methods on his five assistants and having the sisters practice on one another.

Miranda Dambrot, a sophomore and sister of Sigma Delta Tau, said, “I left great after taking the class. I feel prepared if God forbid, something ever happens.” Ventura takes what Lyons teaches to heart and feels more prepared after taking the class.

Melanie Ventura (right) with deputy police chief and self-defense instructor Boyd Lyons (left) practicing self-defense with their fists, a technique taught in the class.

“The nicest areas. I have been in Newark and Elizabeth, and said, “They aren’t the nicest areas. I have been approached, but I kind of ran away in a sense. I want to bring awareness that it does happen and can to anyone.”

Both Dambrot and Ventura, who are part of the 62 percent of females that make up the student body, feel safe at Montclair State. Lyons said that Montclair State is overall a safe campus and has one of the best university police forces in the country. However, Lyons still believes that “anywhere you are, you aren’t totally safe.”

“Predators are going to be in any area where they can succeed in whatever they want to do,” Lyons said. “There’s always going to be predators and that doesn’t mean females have to be prey. If we take ownership for our own safety and our awareness, we are going to be in a much safer place.”

Melanie Ventura (right) with deputy police chief and self-defense instructor Boyd Lyons (left) practicing self-defense with their fists, a technique taught in the class.

The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau empowered themselves by learning self-defense techniques.

Carlie Madlinger | The Montclarion
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Montclair State Students Chosen as Top Paper Panelists for Research on Male Use of Makeup

Jennifer Leon
Staff Writer

The New York State Communication Association (NYSCA), featured Montclair State University students Stacey Grabiec and Jose Moraga on the Top Paper Panel for their 74th annual NYSCA conference.

Grabiec and Moraga submitted their paper entitled “Male use of makeup: Explaining the fluidity of gender” to the NYSCA and were awarded chairs on the Top Paper Panel.

Grabiec, a communications major with a concentration in public relations and Moraga, who majors in communication and media studies, surveyed 100 Montclair State students and concluded that 80 percent of the respondents who took the survey had either positive or neutral feelings about men wearing makeup.

According to NYSCA’s website, students are invited to submit papers that are considered an interesting or unique interpretation with all areas of the communication field.

“I turned around to my soon-to-be partner Jose and asked him if he was working with anyone,” said an excited Grabiec, whose paper is makeup. “As a result, we created our group and we started discussing what we liked, and we both brought up the subject of makeup and decided on the topic. We then eventually came up with the research question.”

“Having our paper picked out of so many papers was such a privilege to present our research at the 74th Annual NYSCA Conference. I hope to continue our research and gain more knowledge about this subject and the shifting ideals in our society,” said Grabiec.

According to Grabiec, there was not a lot of previously-existent information about the study they chose and a lot of the research dealt with gender and shifting cultural ideas in society.

“We used Judith Butler as the foundation of our paper because she talks about gender void of binaries, but there was little research regarding men wearing makeup specifically,” Grabiec said.

Grabiec believes that makeup is not exclusively for women. “If men want to use makeup, that is quite all right with me,” she said. “There is nothing wrong with wanting to enhance your features or cover up a blemish if you feel as though it is necessary.”

Montclair State University professor from the school of communication and media, Paul Ziek, brought the NYSCA Conference to the attention of Grabiec, who later pitched the idea to her classmate, Moraga, at the end of the semester.

Both students were interested in participating in the Top Paper Panel, so it was up to them to continue their research to meet the NYSCA conference requirements.

“It was such a privilege to present our research at the 74th Annual NYSCA Conference: I hope to continue our research and gain more knowledge about this subject and the shifting ideals in our society,” said Moraga.

Moraga, who left Montclair State prior to finding out that their paper was chosen for the Top Paper Panel, said that writing the paper helped ignite his passion for makeup. He explained that he loves makeup because it allows a person’s beauty to be enhanced and creativity to flow.

“Having our paper picked by NYSCA was an honor. In my eyes, the research that we did was crucial in playing a role for others to start a dialogue on the male use of makeup. It’s time everyone got over those hang-ups on gender,” Moraga said.

“Gender is silly and constraining. If the look is right, its right, regardless of these things like gender and sex.”

According to Moraga, the real issue is that there are antiquated restrictions on gender.

“There’s not a ton of research done on the subject, but it’s certainly an emerging topic in research both on a marketing and theoretical level,” he said. “When Stacey and I hit the books, it was easy to fall in love with the topic because of the unfamiliar nature of it.”

“Gender is silly and constraining. If the look is right, it’s right, regardless of these things called gender and sex.”

-Jose Moraga,
Montclair State student and Top Paper panelist

Photo courtesy of Stacey Grabiec
Photo courtesy of Jose Moraga
Choose from a wide range of courses that meet December 28-January 14 on the Edison campus.

Earn credits toward your degree

Complete 3 credits in 3 weeks

Best value in the region – tuition is only $108 per credit for Middlesex County residents.
Montclair State Brings Fall Spirit to Campus

Students at Montclair State were able to enjoy a cloudy fall day in October by painting a festive pumpkin outside of the Student Recreation Center.

After swiping in, students could pick their perfect pumpkin and get to painting at one of the many tables set up on the lawn. There was even a large inflatable pumpkin set up for students to pose in front of with their pumpkins after they were finished painting.

Over 100 students turned out for the event, and some were even turned away due to the staff running out of pumpkins. This event is held every year and is always a success.
Le Salbuen

Usually when I go to restaurants to eat and review, I never think about the review side of the equation because the atmosphere and the food either live up to my expectations or shatter them. That’s what makes these so wonderful to write, because they seem so effortless. Food can take me into nonexistent worlds where the only thing that matters is filling yourself with meals so good that you don’t care if you can’t make it to the car with a full belly. Well, what a rude awakening for me today. Le Salbuen, you actually made me feel like I was doing my job and reviewing a restaurant—the worst feeling ever when you’re just focused on sinking your teeth into a dish and spilling food all over your pants.

I could be really Yelp-ish with this review, but then again, it would take the fun out of it—if I can even remember having any fun here. In Le Salbuen’s defense, I went alone, and I usually don’t go alone to eat, so all of the negligible factors in creating this rich eating environment were amplified, times ten.

It all started with the weather. It was extremely sticky. “Thanks, New Jersey,” I said to myself. “Shoot! I need a great light source but outside is too humid and it is only 10 in the morning. Maybe sitting inside will suffice for today.”

As I walked into Le Salbuen, there were two black fans. I’m talking black fans that are used as backup when your air conditioner is not kicking up. I knew it was going to be a sweaty disaster, so I opted for the lesser evil and went outside. At least I was going to get some good lighting and peace of mind, right?

Wrong. As I stepped outside and seated myself, I was sandwiched between two groups: a mother and daughter tag-team and two aging men. The mother and daughter combo gave me turbulent recollections of Lifetime movies. The mother talked her daughter’s head off about eliminating meat from her diet, while eating a steak and complaining about “float- ing objects” in her coffee, which she demanded be replaced. Her daughter could only nod with positivity and murmur “mhmm” every now and then. The older men’s conversation was a bit more tolerable, as they discussed knee replacement and how “everyone must have one.” That and arthritis.

When I saw my server, I was relieved, but only for a moment. She asked what I would like to drink and I told her apple juice. She went back into the kitchen to fetch the apple juice and came out with a fresh-pressed apple drink. Let’s call it a puree. She also placed a cup of ice next to it. Interesting. Then, I told her I wanted the Stone Ground Pancakes, which contained red corn, wheat, buttermilk, berries and whipped cream. Well, I thought that was what it contained. When the order came out, there were walnuts on it and hardly any sign of red corn. Oh, and I nearly struggled to survive the meal because in the paragraph mentioned above, there is no sign of the most important thing during a meal: water.

The walnuts were infused into the pancakes with no emotion, as if Squidward made them. The pancakes were sub-standard, saved only by the Pure Pennsylvania Maple Syrup that accompanied them. The syrup was rich and pure, giving the lifeless pancakes some “oomph.” Because I didn’t get water until the end of my meal, I was quickly reminded why I would not be returning here. Settling for the apple puree was a pure mistake. I want to say it was made in a Magic Bullet, rather than a G-series Vitamix. Maybe I should have taken lessons from the crabby mother and demanded a new one.

Le Salbuen is located at 7 Walnut St. Montclair, NJ 07042.
HELP WANTED

NEED AN AFTER-SCHOOL NANNY FOR OUR 3 CHILDREN

Seeking an After-School Sitter Beginning 9/12, Mon, Wed, afternoons will consist of homework help, driving to activities, help with scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car and clean driving record. Children will usually be in bed on Saturday evenings when sitter is available. We have two boys (9 yrs) with special needs & a 14 month-old son. Two afternoons per week (days flexible) while I am there. We would need someone 2-3 hours per day Monday-Friday, from 3:00-6:00. We are very excited to be moving to downtown Montclair in early September. We would love someone who is kind, patient & creative. Must like dogs. Email: lynnieg30@gmail.com.

WANTED: HELP WITH SCIENCE & MATH, GROVE

Monday to Friday; 2.30 to 5.30 pm, Start Date: Immediate. Any math or science tutoring for our three-year old daughter and help out with light housekeeping. Must be a college student and have some start in science and math. Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would be necessary. Please Email: lynnieg30@gmail.com.

HELP WANTED FOR SCHOOL YEAR, MONTCLAIR

We are looking for a part-time babysitter for our two girls (10 & 13). We need someone Mon– Fri from around 3-5:30 pm. They are very sweet and kind. 3 days a week for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be a potential for overnights. We live in a triangle of Glen Ridge and Montclair. We would also be open to paying a weekly stipend or a percentage of childcare. We will also pay hourly or some combination of these. Please email Katherine at krdelaney75@gmail.com.

SPONSORED

SILICON VALLEY AUCTION

Best of the West

Thursday, June 22nd; 5:30 PM to 9:30 PM

Montclair Art Museum

476 Glenwood Avenue

Tickets: $75 + handling

www.modat.tv

SUPPORT WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION

Deadline: May 20, 2017

www.wilsonfoundation.org

HELP WANTED/fternoon SITTER – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking up kids from school and/or daycare, bringing them home for lunch, and keeping them busy until their parents come home. They may include occasional trips related to scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car and able to drive. Contact: KerriHK@yahoo.com.

P/T BABYSITTER FOR 2 WONDERFUL GIRLS, MONTCLAIR

In our home while I am there. We are looking for someone who is kind, patient, fun and has a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.

LOOKING FOR INTERNS, PAID & UNPAID, MONTCLAIR

Position will include writing articles on a weekly basis to enhance The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team. This position includes the chance to learn writing and editing skills and work with experienced journalists. We are specifically interested in student writers in journalism, communications, or related fields. Please email your information to: Lauren1039@mac.com.

WRITERS, MONTCLAIR

Looking for smart, reliable, fun after-school sitters for our two adorable boys, ages 5, 7, and 9, a few days a week after school. $15/hr starting wage. Flex hours. Email: kerriHK@yahoo.com.

PLACEMENTS

ROOM RENTALS & PARKING

ROOMS FOR RENT AT TRENTON APARTMENTS

Available June & Sept. Call: (973) 757-5554. Female students: Summer and Fall Room Rentals 2016. Please email your information to: Lauren1039@mac.com.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING, MONTCLAIR

We are a Montclair family seeking a reliable after-school nanny / babysitter. The nanny / babysitter will be working in our home. Good opportunity for education students interested in working with children with learning disabilities. Email: msuproduction@gmail.com. Good opportunity for education students interested in working with children with learning disabilities. Email: msuproduction@gmail.com.

$15 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL NANNY, MONTCLAIR

Need after school after school through March. Must have three children ages 7/8 / 11. Three – 4 hours / weekdays and 2 – 4 hours / weekends. You will also be responsible for helping the children with their homework. You will also need to have a car and should be able to become proficient in helping them. They are formative for the right person. Email: Jennynolan11@gmail.com. Thank you for your interest. You must have previous experience and references and please email resume and cover letter to msuproduction@gmail.com.

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED/afternoon SITTER – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking up kids from school and/or daycare, bringing them home for lunch, and keeping them busy until their parents come home. They may include occasional trips related to scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car and able to drive. Contact: KerriHK@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED/afternoon SITTER – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking up kids from school and/or daycare, bringing them home for lunch, and keeping them busy until their parents come home. They may include occasional trips related to scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car and able to drive. Contact: KerriHK@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.


tomorrow with Montclair State University students interested in pursuing a career in Journalism and/or Media-Enhancement. The Montclair Dispatch is seeking experienced writers to help grow its digital presence and enhance the Dispatch’s editorial team. This position includes the chance to learn writing and editing skills and work with experienced journalists. We are specifically interested in student writers in journalism, communications, or related fields. Please email your information to: Lauren1039@mac.com.

HELP WANTED/afternoon SITTER – 3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking up kids from school and/or daycare, bringing them home for lunch, and keeping them busy until their parents come home. They may include occasional trips related to scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car and able to drive. Contact: KerriHK@yahoo.com.

SUBMIT YOUR COMICS/CARTOONS

We are looking for a part-time babysitter in our home to help take care of our 2 children ages 13 & 15. We need someone Mon– Fri from around 3-5:30 pm. They are very sweet and kind. 3 days a week for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be a potential for overnights. We live in a triangle of Glen Ridge and Montclair. We would also be open to paying a weekly stipend or a percentage of childcare. We will also pay hourly or some combination of these. Please email Katherine at krdelaney75@gmail.com.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.
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HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED FOR NURSING STUDENT, EAST ORANGE

We are in need of someone who can drive to and from school and help with preparing dinner on occasion. Must be comfortable with cats & dogs and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st. Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.
Millennials have registered to vote, they have watched the debates and now Election Day is almost here. It is all very exciting because for many college students, this will be their first time voting in a presidential election. However, in the past, millennials have done everything but come out to vote.

During the 2012 presidential election, only 46 percent of eligible millennials voted, according to the Pew Research Center. Whether it’s because of apathy, frustration, confusion or ignorance, young people are evading their civic duty as American citizens. This has led politicians to focus on the needs and wants of those who do vote—the Baby Boomers.

The Baby Boomers, aged 52 to 70, have very different concerns than millennials, who are 18 to 35, and unfortunately, the concerns of younger generations often fall to the wayside in the political sphere. The Pew Research Center reported that 69 percent of baby boomers voted in the 2012 presidential election. Therefore, politicians cater to their concerns. This leaves many politicians to turn their attention to issues like Medicare and Social Security. Admittedly, these are neither interesting nor relevant subjects for millennials in 2016.

In 2016, millennials want candidates who are concerned with the economy and crippling student debt. Yet, candidates will never focus on these issues if millennials never follow through and cast their vote.

This presidential election is particularly important for millennials in New Jersey. If they are able to demonstrate high turnout on Election Day, it will most likely change the tone of the upcoming gubernatorial election. A highmillennial turnout during the 2016 presidential election will catch the attention of gubernatorial candidates, causing them to cater to issues important to millennials. This election could change how politicians view the millennial vote in the future. Politicians will have no choice but to listen.

There is no doubt that millennials understand the importance of voting, but actually getting to the polls is a different story. Millennials in New Jersey have the opportunity to change the narrative and become one of the most powerful and influential groups of electorate that American politics, and specifically New Jersey politics, has ever seen.

Election Day is Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2016. Be sure to get out and vote.

YOU GOT QUESTIONS, THEY GOT ANSWERS.

Am I Registered? Where do I vote? What time does voting start?

CHECK OUT VOTER.NJSVRS.COM

THUMBS UP

Spring 2017 Class Catalog on NEST
Standing Rock Facebook check-ins
No Halloween Murderous Clowns

THUMBS DOWN

Trump accused of raping child
Earthquakes in Italy
FBI reopens Clinton email investigation
Major education issue leaves New Jersey’s students at risk

Sutcher stated that the teacher shortage is not easy. It is demanding the idea of connections, skills and proficiency. Students have to show that they have experience, or at least a base amount of knowledge. Having taken more than one class for some reason, demonstrates to employers who want it all.

Perks of Having Two Majors

What double majoring can do for students

Double majors are great, but they do not replace actual experience. While a double major student might not have the time to churn out three or four internships, the interning they are able to complete speak to their time management skills and discipline. While it may be difficult at times, students come out better than they started, with greater opportunity to secure jobs post-graduation.

Concerning Editorials and Columns

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinions of the editorial board on a particular issue. Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.

VANIEL CASMIR
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

A n e w r e g i s t r a t i o n a p p r o a c h e s, s t u d e n t s a r e e x p o r i n g the idea of being an opinion writer. They are in an effort to become marketable in their field. Admittingly, having two majors is not easy. It is demanding, stressful and may cost students another year’s or semester’s worth of tuition. However, they come out with a collection of connections, skills and experience that can appeal to potential employers.

Each year, more students are graduating from colleges and universities, and employers are looking beyond the basic degree for entry level work. Now, graduating with a bachelor’s degree does not automatically qualify a student for a job. Employers are looking for more.

In the age of technology, the world is bigger and smaller at once. There is no real divide between job fields. For example, a computer science major can land in a college or commercial graphic design. The job market is changing, producing new businesses that only want to hire one person. With that said, double majors demonstrate one’s understanding of the changing market. Double majors have a unique skill set and have the advantage of a long list of job titles and company needs. For many employers, these students are more valuable.

Double majoring requires a lot of work and time, but the results are usually worthwhile.
“In America, the President reigns for four years, but Journalism governs forever.” – Oscar Wilde

Writers Wanted

For:

News
Feature
Entertainment
Opinion
Sports

Come Help Us Out!

Room 113 Student Center Annex
in Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax 973.655.7804
E-mail Montclarionchief@gmail.com
Ben Snyder Shows New Film at Montclair State Film Forum

By Baboon Garcia
Staff Writer

The stars of the truTV hit show “Impractical Jokers” and “Nitro Circus” collaborate live this Thursday, Nov. 3 from 8 to 10 p.m. in the death-defying, high-flying stunts and a few laughs between.

Comedians, and best friends since high school, Joe Gatto, Sal Vulcano, Brian “Q” Quinn, and James “Murr” Murray join forces with “Nitro Circus” for the first time as fans decide who gets punished via Twitter and Instagram. These impractical joking go on the hidden camera series to participate in a bunch of awkward and outrageous challenges, ending with the loser of the show paying the ultimate price created by the winner(s). These punishments are often the most hilarious parts of the show, from Murray having two consecutive prostate exams to Vulcano’s terrifying encounters with a haunted house and corn maze.

The film also starred David Zayas who was in the show Dexter and last week’s film forum film Lost Cat Company. Similar to last week’s presentation, this film also had a low budget with a well-known run at Montclair State’s Film Forum on Nov. 3. After talking about “11:55,” Snyder went to talk about the beginning of his career. In addition to being a filmmaker, he is also a playwright and screenwriter. He has plays that are produced in New York, and Festivals such as THE HBO’S U.S. Comedy Arts Festi- 
val and The Hip Hop Theater Festival. He originally went to school for theater, and he ended up going to grad school. He then realized that the salary for people who owns theater rev- enues weren’t very high, so he pursued filmmaking and screenwriting. As time went on, he met Alamanza and they became very close friends. Alamanza had a tough childhood after moving to the United States from the Dominican Republic. According to Alamanza, he was a straight A student in the Dominican Republic and after moving to Queens, New York, his life was completely different. He was with some gangs, and things were not going very well for him. The film depicts this pretty well. He attended acting school and his life and career changed for the better. Now he is in films, shows, and plays. The audience and the moderator were very inspired to hear his story. After the pre- 
sentation was over, the three ac-
tors/screenwriters were given a long applause.

‘Impractical Jokers’ Prepares for Season 5 Finale

By Diego Coya
Staff Writer

The stars of the truTV hit show “Impractical Jokers” and “Nitro Circus” collaborate live this Thursday, Nov. 3 from 8 to 10 p.m. in the death-defying, high-flying stunts and a few laughs between.

Comedians, and best friends since high school, Joe Gatto, Sal Vulcano, Brian “Q” Quinn, and James “Murr” Murray join forces with “Nitro Circus” for the first time as fans decide who gets punished via Twitter and Instagram. These impractical joking go on the hidden camera series to participate in a bunch of awkward and outrageous challenges, ending with the loser of the show paying the ultimate price created by the winner(s). These punishments are often the most hilarious parts of the show, from Murray having two consecutive prostate exams to Vulcano’s terrifying encounters with a haunted house and corn maze.

The film also starred David Zayas who was in the show Dexter and last week’s film forum film Lost Cat Company. Similar to last week’s presentation, this film also had a low budget with a well-known run at Montclair State’s Film Forum on Nov. 3. After talking about “11:55,” Snyder went to talk about the beginning of his career. In addition to being a filmmaker, he is also a playwright and screenwriter. He has plays that are produced in New York, and Festivals such as THE HBO’S U.S. Comedy Arts Festi- 
val and The Hip Hop Theater Festival. He originally went to school for theater, and he ended up going to grad school. He then realized that the salary for people who owns theater rev- enues weren’t very high, so he pursued filmmaking and screenwriting. As time went on, he met Alamanza and they became very close friends. Alamanza had a tough childhood after moving to the United States from the Dominican Republic. According to Alamanza, he was a straight A student in the Dominican Republic and after moving to Queens, New York, his life was completely different. He was with some gangs, and things were not going very well for him. The film depicts this pretty well. He attended acting school and his life and career changed for the better. Now he is in films, shows, and plays. The audience and the moderator were very inspired to hear his story. After the pre- 
sentation was over, the three ac-
tors/screenwriters were given a long applause.

The Montclarion

Diego Coya, Victor Almanzar and Erick Betancourt talking at Montclair State’s Film Forum on Nov. 3.
WARNING

PLEASE BE AWARE that the State of New Jersey laws regarding the sale, distribution and use of alcohol are being enforced around the NJIT and Rutgers-Newark campuses.

VIOLATORS WILL BE ARRESTED AND THEIR NAMES WILL BE PUBLISHED FROM THE POLICE BLOTTER.

Sponsoring student organizations violating New Jersey laws WILL BE subject to campus sanctions.

In Conjunction With:
City of Newark
NJIT Public Safety
Rutgers University Police Department (Newark Division)
Amanda Adams is willing to do whatever it takes to make the best films—she possibly can: a drive that goes perfectly with her desire for challenge and her dedication. Adams is a senior filmmaking major with two minors in women's studies and GLBTQ studies. When not obsessing over “Gilmore Girls” or pineapple tattoos, Adams is working hard to find her voice as a filmmaker and get as much experience as she can before she graduates in May.

Q: When did you start making films?
A: I started filming little music videos in high school in my Entertainment Technologies major class. That’s where I learned how to make storyboards, film, and edit. Around graduation, I had started to write little screenplays for myself.

Q: When/why did you decide to pursue a career as a filmmaker?
A: I decided to pursue filmmaking as a career because once I started working towards it, I fell in love with it. I knew I had to be a part of this business in whatever way I could be.

Q: What experiences have you had filming? What have you learned?
A: My favorite experiences I’ve had while filming are when me and the crew suspended all safety concerns to try and get the shot. One time, I was doing sound for my friend Tom Hornberger and we were shooting in a graveyard, in the rain, in October. We were shooting in a grave...my friend Tom Hornberger and the crew suspend all safety concerns to try and get the shot. There was another time when my friend Maddie Best needed a shot of a car driving down the street, but we didn’t have a car rig. However, I had a car with a sunroof and the DP [director of photography] Asher Sosinsky was honestly fearless. We had him stand in my car and grab the camera for dear life through the sunroof while we drove around the block.

I’ve learned that there is always a way. A piece of equipment breaks, a rainstorm comes your way, an actor drops out last minute. There is a way to fix it, there is a way to film it and there is a way to make it look good. It’s easy to give up, it’s stressful and hard to find a way, but there is always a way.

Q: What is your biggest motivation?
A: My biggest motivation is honesty fear. I’m not going to lie, I’m a student in the arts with a pile of debt just ticking away. A time bomb in my heart. I know I have to get myself together, start to figure out where I fit and find my voice fast. I have always been an overachiever, taking the hardest classes and overworking myself to death. That’s the kind of attitude someone needs in the film industry. You have to be your biggest motivator because your career relies on you.

Q: How has Montclair State University fostered you as an artist?
A: I have had a few teachers that have inspired me here at Montclair as an artist. Susan Sleich’s screenwriting class pushed me like I haven’t been pushed before to make me care about my characters. We did an exercise where we listened to songs, closed our eyes and thought about a character who would come from it. It helped me come up with a character I plan to use in a new project. I think about that class all the time.

Karl Nussbaum has an experimental film class that made me step outside my comfort zone and make some abstract films that mean something. I came out of it with a memorial piece to one of my best friends who passed away. Karl and Susan giving me a stamp of approval on any of my work makes me feel proud every time and I will always be grateful for what they have taught me.

Q: Who are your biggest inspirations?
A: My parents are my biggest supports. They have never told me I can’t be exactly who I want to be. They showed me how to work for what I want and that I have to work hard to earn what I want. Not once did they ever make me believe my dreams were out of my reach.

Q: What are your biggest inspirations?
A: Film wise, my biggest inspirations are probably Aaron Sorkin and Amy Sherman-Palladino. Their dialogue is fast, sharp and smart and absolutely everything I want in my films and more. Cary Mandshul is an incredible directorial inspiration for me. I grew up on his films and the thing I love most about them is they made me feel good. I didn’t have to be dazzled by incredible shots or insane story lines, he made movies that made me feel good and that’s exactly what I want my movies to do.

Q: Who are your biggest influences?
A: Film wise, my biggest inspirations are probably Aaron Sorkin and Amy Sherman-Palladino. Their dialogue is fast, sharp and smart and absolutely everything I want in my films and more. Cary Mandshul is an incredible directorial inspiration for me. I grew up on his films and the thing I love most about them is they made me feel good. I didn’t have to be dazzled by incredible shots or insane story lines, he made movies that made me feel good and that’s exactly what I want my movies to do.

Q: What’s your latest project?
A: My latest project is my thesis film. It’s dramatic; it’s going to be my biggest challenge yet. I’m excited to start on this incredibly stressful thing I’ve decided to make myself do.
Show tomorrow who’s boss.

Learn SAS® Analytics – MONEY’s No. 1 job skill – for free.

Did you know that analytics skills are in high demand? That’s 1.5 million data science jobs available by 2018.

So why not learn SAS Analytics - the No. 1 job skill for kicking off your career with a higher starting salary – for free?

2. Access free resources and an online community of experts.
3. Land the job of your dreams.
4. Go from your parents’ basement to a sweet place of your own.

sas.com/freeanalytics

Did you know that analytics skills are in high demand? That’s 1.5 million data science jobs available by 2018. So why not learn SAS Analytics - the No. 1 job skill for kicking off your career with a higher starting salary – for free?

2. Access free resources and an online community of experts.
3. Land the job of your dreams.
4. Go from your parents’ basement to a sweet place of your own.

sas.com/freeanalytics

The only Accounting Program in Northern NJ with AACSB BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING ACCREDITATION

Earn a Graduate Degree in Accounting
- Convenient Northern NJ location
- Evening classes
- Connection to top CPA firms
- One-on-one career counseling

For more information, visit www.shu.edu/accounting or contact Dr. David Mest at (973) 275-2961 or email david.mest@shu.edu

Two Years to CPA

The Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowships

Be a WW Teaching Fellow!

If you love science, technology, engineering, or math, help kids learn to love it too!

Apply now: woodrow.org/STEM
- master’s degree
- $30,000 stipend
- teacher certification
- ongoing mentoring

Deadline: November 29, 2016
The sky was a dark shade of gray as a chilly mixture of rain and wind bombarded Montclair State on Oct. 22. The rain patterned against the metal benches and soaked the freshly mowed grass of Sprague Field. People were careful to watch their step, so as not to slip and fall, whilst getting umbrellas out to combat the rain.

The bench area of Sprague Field gave way to several rows of umbrellas lined up next to each other. The fans were not going to let the bad weather dampen their excitement for the game, and neither were the players.

In spite of already guaranteeing themselves a spot in the postseason, the Hawks had a lot on the line in this year’s playoffs, the Red Hawks Women’s Field Hockey Team have to defend their home undefeated streak, they also had to represent the community.

Senior members of the field hockey team pose with their cake to commemorate senior day.

The actual game was a competitive back-and-forth between the Red Hawks and the Spartans, leaving Red Hawk Kailey Dalgauser the victim of an injury after she took a bad bump on the field. Dalgauser had to be carried off the field, but the crowd showed their respect by applauding.

The injury did not keep her down, however, as Dalgauser went back into the game about ten minutes later. O’Reilly said that a driving force behind the team’s performance was honoring its senior members.

“Today is our senior day and we’re playing for our seniors,” O’Reilly said. “The seniors on our team have had a great career, and this year is no different.”

The second of the two events was the annual Homecoming Week, an event that promotes school pride and allows both students and alumni to come together to celebrate their beloved college.

When talking about Homecoming, O’Reilly affirmed that the event only drives the field hockey team further to perform to the best of their ability. She talked about how two of the alumni that returned to campus on that day were members of the Montclair State Athletics Hall Of Fame. She explained that the two halls of famers came back to watch the game and support their former team.

“It shows how rich the community is at Montclair,” O’Reilly said. “To have support on Homecoming shows how supportive the community is.”

The actual game was a competitive back-and-forth between the Red Hawks and the Spartans, leaving Red Hawk Kailey Dalgauser the victim of an injury after she took a bad bump on the field. Dalgauser had to be carried off the field, but the crowd showed their respect by applauding.

The injury did not keep her down, however, as Dalgauser went back into the game about ten minutes later. O’Reilly explained how Dalgauser’s returning to the game exemplified the commitment level of the whole team.

“The motivating force is each other. We don’t want to lose and we play for each other,” Maimone said. “The injury proved our philosophy right, as she toughed it out and came back into the game.”

The game went into overtime, thanks to a tied score of 2-2, with Red Hawk team member Kaitlyn Strauss scoring the winning goal for the Red Hawks.

“The motivating force is each other. We don’t want to lose and we play for each other.”

- Camille Maimone, senior athlete on Red Hawks women’s field hockey team

in the play-offs, Maimone explained that they treat every game as importantly as the previous one.

“You go into every game fired up,” Maimone said. “You don’t look back: you score one goal, you score another one.”

This Week in Red Hawk Sports

THURS 11/3

Fri 11/4

SAT 11/5

SUN 11/6

MON 11/7

TUES 11/8

WEDS 11/9

Women’s Volleyball at Stockton University 7 p.m.

Men’s Soccer at Rowan University 7 p.m.

Field Hockey Championship Game Time TBA

Women’s Volleyball Championship Game Time TBA

Women’s Soccer Championship Game Time TBA

Football vs. Frostburg State University 1 p.m.

Women’s Cross Country vs. NJIT Regional Championship Game Time TBA

No Games

No Games

No Games

No Games

No Games

No Games

Women’s Swimming: 108

The College of New Jersey: 78

Red Hawks Women’s Swimming: 108

The College of New Jersey: 78

Red Hawks Women’s Cross Country NJAC Championships: 5th Place

Red Hawks Women’s Volleyball: 3

Buffalo State University: 0

Red Hawks Women’s Soccer: 1

William Paterson University: 0

Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 4

Rutgers Camden: 2

Red Hawks Football: 14

Wesley College: 37

Red Hawks Field Hockey: 6

Ramapo College: 1

Red Hawks Volleyball: 3

Rutgers New Brunswick: 0

Red Hawks Volleyball: 0

University of Rochester: 3
Women’s Basketball Ranked 16th in Country

D3Hoops.com Top 25 Preseason Poll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tufts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Amherst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Texas-Tyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thomas More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sid什么</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>St. Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rochester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>George Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Washington U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Westburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Albright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>UW-River Falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>UW-Oshkosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Christopher Newport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Montclair State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Marietta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bowdoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mary Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wheaton (Ill.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Ohio Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Claremont-Mudd-Scripps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous Montclair State Preseason Rankings

2015-16: #12
2014-15: #11
2013-14: #6

D3hoops.com unveiled their annual preseason rankings, and the Montclair State women’s basketball team is ranked 16th in the country.

The Montclair State women’s basketball team’s 2016 NCAA Tournament run was cut short with a second-round loss, but the Red Hawks will begin their 2016-17 campaign in less than two weeks. Every member of the starting lineup that led Montclair State to its fourth consecutive New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) Championship last year is returning this season.

Kayla Ceballos, who suffered a season-ending knee injury last season, was the team’s only graduating senior and will not be back on the roster; the team unsuccessfully petitioned to get her season back. Faith Ashby and Emilia Fernandes are not on this year’s roster and the team has added three new freshmen.

No other team in the NJAC made it into the D3Hoops top 25 preseason poll. Stevens, ranked 24th, is the only other team on the Red Hawks’ schedule to be included in the preseason rankings.

This is the fourth consecutive year Montclair State has been ranked in the D3Hoops preseason poll. Previously, the Red Hawks were ranked No. 6 entering the 2013-14 season, No. 11 entering the 2014-15 season and No. 12 entering the 2015-16 season.

The women’s basketball team’s 2016-17 season starts at home against Haverford College on Nov. 15.
Field Hockey Enters NJAC Playoffs as Regular Season Comes to an End

Women’s Soccer Establishes their Identity in Senior Captain’s Absense as Playoffs Approach

"There’s never a time when you feel like you’re letting anyone down.”

-Emily Beenders, freshman forward